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2
INTRODUCTION
The concept of the expedition began as Cameron Mackay and Craig Mushet met up at
the University of Glasgow, at the start of their first year of study. Having both just
returned from separate British Exploring expeditions in 2013 to India and Norway
respectively; an expedition of their own was soon a viable possibility. The expedition
was built around their enthusiasm to go beyond their studies of Geography and Earth
Science to connect more people with the science behind climate change. The
‘Greenland360’ concept was set up to show the full picture (‘360’ degrees) of the
changing landscape in the Arctic and the impact this has on the people who live there.
The expedition aimed to create a series of academic and artistic resources, through
which people would be able to understand the importance and fragility of the Greenland
landscape. The two recruited a team and set about organising the expedition alongside
their first year of university, planning it for the coming summer. This report documents
all aspects of the Greenland360 2014 Expedition, with the aim of informing others
planning to visit Greenland of the logistics and finances required to ensure the success
of an expedition as well as summarising the 2014 Expedition’s findings.

TEAM
Emily Macduff
Emily (19) is an artist and photographer from Scotland.
Having finished school at Madras College, St Andrews in
2013, she travelled to New York to work on a
photography placement where she assisted a
photographer for three months, attending photo-shoots
and gaining skills in editing. Emily was keen to further
expand her horizons before attending the Florence
Academy of Art in Italy, where she will start her first
semester in late 2014. She joined the Greenland360
team as an artist to help communicate the changing
landscape in the Arctic and its effects to a wider
audience.

Cameron Mackay
Cameron (19) went on his first major expedition to the
Indian Himalayas with the British Exploring Society in
2013 where he gained insights into the impact that
climate change is having on wilderness areas and
indigenous people. He also saw the strong impact
filmmaking
could
have
on
communicating
environmental issues. Cameron has trekked throughout
Scotland and was part of Land Rover’s Discovery
Adventure Challenge 2014 team in the French Alps. His
main remit was to set up the logistics, finance and
dissemination arrangements for the expedition. He is
about to begin his second year of studying Geography at
the University of Glasgow.

!
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Craig Mushet
Craig (19) has been on several expeditions including to
Finnmark in Arctic Norway with the British Exploring
Society in 2013 and several climbing trips to the Alps.
He has also travelled extensively around the Nepalese
Himalayas. Throughout this time, he developed a strong
passion for ice and glaciology, as well as a skill set in
mountaineering and trekking. His main focuses within
the expedition were scientific research, drone piloting
and leading the team in the field. He currently studies
Earth Science at the University of Glasgow and will start
his second year in 2014.

James Wylie
James (20) is studying Geography with Environmental
Studies at the University of Edinburgh. In the summer of
2013 he secured an invaluable Fieldwork Apprenticeship
grant from the Royal Geographical Society, which
allowed him to assist academics from Edinburgh
University with tephrochronology fieldwork in Iceland.
James joined the expedition to build on his field skills
and develop his understanding of geographic processes,
with a view to pursuing a career in the environment and
environmental policy. He assisted with the logistics,
finance and in-field objectives, which facilitated the
team’s success in Greenland.

.

PLANNING
Organisation
Several locations were considered as a base for the expedition. Greenland was chosen
because of the ease of access to the ice sheet and also the variety of landscapes and
geographical features in the area. The organisation came into full swing shortly after
Cameron returned from the Explore Conference at the Royal Geographical Society in
November 2013. This conference gave a clear message of how successful studentorganised expeditions could be, as well as the impact they can have on a larger
audience. Here, Cameron also met James, a contact who would soon become part of the
expedition. The fourth member, Emily, joined the team just after returning from
America. As with any big project like this, there were other potential team members
who unfortunately had to withdraw. However, this four-person team bonded very
quickly and was confirmed as the full Greenland360 team by late April. Meanwhile,
Craig and Cameron were busy organising the logistics of the trip and UK-based
communication partners for their work from their student flats in Glasgow. What they
had learned through the British Exploring Society was invaluable to their organisation
of the trip. They organised the expedition independently and, unlike other student
expeditions, did so without the management of any governing body, meaning they had

!
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full control over the project. Contacts began to fall into place, which allowed the team
to strive for ambitious objectives in Greenland. One such objective was gaining aerial
footage of the landscape through use of camera drones, which Craig sourced and
trained with over the year leading up to the expedition. As the year went on, the team
worked hard to fit the expedition in around their studies. With around a month to go
until the planned departure date, the team was desperate for the last few puzzle pieces
of logistics and funding to fall into place. It wasn’t actually until arriving at the airport
that all four members of the team could finally begin to relax, as they knew that their
planning had been successful and they were about to depart for Greenland.

Objectives
Greenland360 aimed to merge science, exploration and art in order to communicate the
full picture of the changing landscape in Greenland.
1: To measure the melt rate of the Russell Glacier using ablation stakes and time-lapse
photography
2: To explore areas of the glaciers and ice sheet, inaccessible and unsafe for people,
through use of aerial camera drones.
3: To document how the people of Greenland are being affected by climate change.
4: To present the findings of the expedition through artistic media.
5: To make a film following the objectives and logistics of the expedition that can be
used to inform the school curriculum.

Basecamp at Sunset
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Field Site
The expedition members flew into the settlement of Kangerlussuaq where there is a
large military and civilian airport. The Greenland360 base camp was situated 19
kilometres from Kangerlussuaq at 67o 07’ 31” N 50o 10’ 06” W and was accessible via
road from Kangerlussuaq. An advance base camp was set up at 67o 09’ 06” N 50o 03’
05” W where there is an access point to the ice sheet called Point 660. Within trekking
distance was the Russell glacier where time-lapse cameras were set up.
N
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EXPEDITION DIARY
head to the Kangerlussuaq Youth Hostel
and, to our relief, we managed to get a
lift and had soon made ourselves at
home in the hostel. That evening we
went on a walk to look for musk ox
which were known to be able to be seen
safely in the area. We headed up a river
valley Northeast of town, on a narrow
animal track, taking in the beautiful
Arctic scenery.
With no musk ox
sightings and shocked at how much time
had passed in the mesmerizing midnight
sun, we turned back, cooked up some
pasta and got to sleep.

Edinburgh to Greenland
Thu 24 th Jul: After a very hectic few
days pulling all the kit and plans
together, all of the team were ready to
set off to Edinburgh airport for the flight
to Greenland. Emily and Cameron drove
through from Fife, Craig from Dumfries
and James from Perth and Kinross. At
15:00 we all met at the airport and the
equipment was sorted out into the
correct bags, adding up to four
rucksacks, five kit bags and a total
weight of over 200kg. The easyJet flight
took off at 18:30 for Keflavik
(Reykjavik) in Iceland, landing at 19:50
local time. A short taxi journey took our
luggage and us to the Fithostel in
Keflavik where we would stay the night.
It was about 6km drive from the airport
terminal.

Expedition Kit at Camp

Fri 25 th Jul: We had an early start and
got ready to leave the hostel at 07:00.
Greenland Express, the airline with
which we were flying to Greenland, had
phoned asking us to take an earlier
flight from Keflavik to Kangerlussuaq on
Friday. We had planned to fly out on
Saturday so this meant getting to
Greenland one day earlier. The flight
took off at 11:10, heading for a stop in
Narsarsuaq, South Greenland, before
arriving in Kangerlussuaq at around
noon, Greenlandic time. The plan was to

Kangerlussuaq Preparations
Sat 26 th Jul: We checked out of the
hostel and set up a campsite. We would
need to spend a couple of days in town
before heading out into the field to buy
supplies, charge batteries etc. The staff
at the Kangerlussuaq International
Science Support facility (KISS) let us in
to charge our drone batteries. Once one
was ready, Craig took the drone for a
test flight over the river leading into the
fjord. We also headed up to the Airport
to use the only ATM in town and the
supermarket, which were both about a
mile away on the other side of the
airport. We also managed to interview
some locals with the question: ‘How is
climate change affecting your life?’. That
evening we had the first of many meals

First sight of the Greenland Ice Sheet
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at the Polar Bear Inn before returning to
our tent for the night.

exploring the site we decided on a base
camp. The tents were pitched about 30
metres from the road, behind a small
mound, and a short scramble up from
the shores of the lake. There were two
tents set up: one for the boys, Cameron,
James and Craig and one smaller one
for Emily. We soon started to pick out
our ration packs and get dinner on.
There was a bit of initial panic as we
struggled to work the stove we had been
given. It eventually worked but this was
to be a common struggle throughout the
expedition. After dinner, James and
Craig ventured along the road to a
lateral calving bay to set up the first of
four time-lapse cameras that would take
pictures of the ice sheet regularly for the
duration of our stay in Greenland. The
temperature had dropped by around
10oC here from town due to wind chill
coming from the ice so we didn’t stay
out long before heading to the warmth
of the tents.

Polar Bear Inn in Kangerlussuaq

Sun 27 th July: We woke up hoping to
leave for base camp but it soon became
clear the we had at least one more day
of preparations in Kangerlussuaq. We
had been unable to source a stove and
gun from the local companies as hoped
for and could not leave town without
them. After having no luck with any
shops, we seemed to be out of options.
Then, by some miracle, the manager of
KISS agreed to rent out both his gun and
stove to us. Within 10 minutes things
had completely turned around and we
were arranging our transport for the
next day and going out to have our last
cooked meal before beginning our ration
pack diet.

Belay Practice

Working from Basecamp and
the Russell Glacier

Tue 29 th Jul: Excited to explore the
new landscape, we all got up early,
boiled water for breakfast and packed a
rucksack. The plan was to practice using
the ropes for walking on the ice. We
walked along the road for a kilometre
before turning off and following animal
tracks up to a steep rock face. There was
a level platform from which Craig led
the team through all we needed to know
about belaying. Before the afternoon
was over we climbed a nearby peak
(507m) and visited the calving bay

Mon 28 th Jul: We woke up early after
a great night’s sleep bivvying out. Our
arranged transport arrived and we
quickly loaded all of our kit into two
cars. It wasn’t a long drive to base camp
but progress was quite slow on the dirt
road that wound its way towards the ice
sheet. Chris, our driver, dropped us off
next to one of the few lakes in the area
from which it is safe to drink and after

!
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where we watched several pieces of ice
break off from the main glacier.

at Point 660, on the edge of a hillside
about 500 metres from the ice.

Wed 30 th Jul: Today was to be our
first trekking day. We planned to walk
to the Russell Glacier to set up two timelapse cameras and get footage using the
drone. The walk was 25km there and
back. In areas where there was no windchill coming from the ice, it was quite
hot and posed a challenge for trekking.
We followed the road until taking a
tourist path towards the glacier. Our trip
coincided with that of a group of tourists
on an excursion with ‘World of
Greenland: Arctic Circle’, which occur
daily. We set up the two cameras, using
rocks for stabilisation. Craig flew the
drone directly above the snout of the
Russell Glacier, gaining some stunning
footage, and causing a stir among the
tourists.

Trekking on the Ice Sheet

Fri 1 st Aug: As we woke up, we were
greeted by the first rain of the trip. We
also
realised
that
we
had
underestimated how much of the local
fuel we would need to power our stove
for our time at advance base camp,
meaning we faced the possibility of
running out within two days. It was
decided that James and Emily would
walk back along the road to base camp
to collect more fuel and Craig and
Cameron would explore the ice sheet to
look for the safest routes to travel with
the full team. They walked over the
moraine mounds and onto the ice,
crossing some streams before hitting the
notorious pressure ridges. After two
hours of walking, a large moulin was
found and a camera sent down, gaining
footage of up to 50 metres down into
the ice. A time-lapse camera was also set
up, drilled into the ice. James and Emily
had successfully walked the return
journey to basecamp and from that
evening there was plenty fuel to last the
team until returning to base camp.

Russell Glacier Time-lapse Camera

To the Ice Sheet
Thu 31 st Jul: Having set up the timelapse cameras and completed filming
objectives, we got set to walk up to the
ice sheet to establish an advance base
camp. We secured all non-essential kit
under a tarpaulin at base camp. The
walk was simple as it followed the road
but with packs that weighed up to 30kg
it was slow progress. However, about 10
minutes in, we were offered a lift and
soon made it to the ice. Camp was made

!

Sat 2 nd Aug: With the full team
together again, we all headed out on to
the ice sheet. Unlike Friday, Saturday
was particularly sunny, meaning there
was a significant increase in the melt
coming from the ice. As a result of this,
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trekking was no longer as safe as it had
been. We managed to send another
camera down a moulin to gain footage
but due to the instability of the ice and
Cameron exhibiting early signs of snow
blindness, we turned back to camp for
the day. There Cameron filmed the team
presenting
different
geographical
features and processes in the area to be
used in education resource packs on our
return.

earlier that the rest of the team due to
prior commitments in the UK. He would
be picked up from base camp on the 6th
so the plan was to spend a day there to
allow time to sort out personal and
group kit. It was handy to be able to
have access to all of our kit so we could
solar charge the satellite phone and
emergency beacon faster with more
solar chargers.
Tue 5 th Aug: For Cameron’s last day,
the team walked to the calving bay near
camp, allowing him to gather the last
pieces of footage that he needed for the
film. Since our first visit there, several
huge blocks of ice had broken off and
the bay was now littered with small
icebergs, clearly a result of Saturday’s
warm temperatures. We spent a while
waiting to film more calvings and, just
as we were leaving, the biggest example
of calving we had witnessed was filmed.

Emily Sketching the Ice Sheet!

Sun 3 rd Aug: Emily, who was on the
expedition
to
create
artwork
communicating climate change, was to
spend the day sketching from the land
near the ice sheet. Cameron stayed with
her and gained video footage of the area
for the film, while Craig and James
headed out to the ice again where they
covered 15km before arriving back at
camp later on that evening. They had
walked further that we had done before
and had passed much larger crevasses
and moulins. The time-lapse camera that
had been set up on the ice two days
before was removed as the melting ice
had caused it to fall over. That evening
we were joined in camp by a team of
scientists who had just returned from a
camp 20km East of Point 660 on the ice.

Wed 6 th Aug: Cameron got up early
and prepared to depart. The rest of the
team helped get his things together and
began planning a trek that we would be
undertaken after his departure. He was
picked up at 13:00 by Chris, who drove
him back to Kangerlussuaq. His
Greenland Express flight to Keflavik had
been delayed by 24 hours, meaning he
was able to interview some more locals.
After eventually making it to Iceland, he
had to be re-routed via Birmingham and
ended up flying into Aberdeen airport
on Saturday.

Back to Basecamp
Mon 4 th Aug: We all planned to walk
back to base camp. It was arranged that
Cameron would fly out on 7th August,

!

A Cluttered Calving Bay
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Storms, Hiking and Musk Oxen
Thu 7th Aug: It was arranged by Craig
that we would have a 24-hour solo, the
idea of this being to spend 24 hours
alone in order to practice wilderness
survival skills. Jamie and Emily chose
locations for themselves within safe
distances from the campsite. Jamie’s
spot was across the lake and Emily’s by
the calving bay. Craig remained at
basecamp for the night.
Fri 8th Aug: The next morning, while
Jamie was still out in the wilderness,
Craig began organising and storing kit.
After we all reconvened at base camp
mid-morning, we listened to Jamie’s
stories of meeting a local hunter who
shared his supplies with him.

Team Trekking

Sat 9th Aug: The weather had
deteriorated overnight. Strong winds
and heavy rain made us all reluctant to
leave our cosy tents, and with all current
objectives complete we felt no pressure
to get cold and wet. After going to bed
that night, Jamie and Craig woke up to a
scene of chaos. The winds were blowing
the fastest experienced on the trip and
the tent was collapsing. They quickly got
on their waterproofs and headed out to
re-anchor the tent in with guide-ropes,
pegs and the occasional ice screw and
double checking Emily’s tent before
getting back into their newly arisen tent.

!

Sun 10th Aug: We all woke up the next
day exhausted; no one had slept well
with all the turmoil going on around us.
Worried about how the time-lapse
cameras had coped with the storm we
went to the closest calving bay to check
on how they had faired up. Luckily they
were still anchored in and working.
Everyone was feeling the effects of
exhaustion, the atmosphere in the camp
was quiet and it was obvious we were
going to have an early night.
Mon 11th Aug: We woke up to the sun
shining bright and a light, cool breeze
coming from the ice sheet. We were full
of energy from our long sleep and
decided to survey the land around
basecamp through trekking the six hills
surrounding us; a route we called the ‘6
Peak Challenge’. We started off at a fast
pace up the steepest hill on our route
and we were making good progress.
Once at the top we enjoyed the stunning
panoramic view this peak gave us. As
Emily had struggled the most during the
stormy nights and was still very tired,
we decided she should head back to the
base camp, which was a short 1.5km
walk back. After battling scree and steep
rock we summited the next peak and
were rewarded with a visit from a pair
of Peregrine Falcons and a passing herd
of musk oxen. After the musk oxen
moved on Craig and Jamie quickly
completed the six hills and headed back
to camp.

Packing Up Basecamp
Tue 12th Aug: With only a few days left
in field we went to gather the time-lapse
cameras from the snout of the Russell
Glacier. It was a 25km round-trip but
with harder treks under our belt we took
this one with ease. We picked up the
two cameras and spent an hour
watching the glacier with the hope of

!
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viewing a calving. We had no luck so
walked back towards camp with the
cameras.

fundraise for the local school. We all
joined
in
with
the
community
celebrations, which included a meal and
music.

Wed 13th Aug: With everything done
that needed to be done in-field, the day
was spent relaxing and exploring areas
of the surrounding area that hadn’t been
visited so far on the expedition.

Mon 18th Aug: We awoke early and
arranged return transport to the ice
sheet the following day. We were also
informed that the flights back would be
delayed, causing us to miss our
connections and wait a further two days
in Iceland.

Thu 14th Aug: We all awoke to another
wet and wild day and, with the next day
being the day we were to return to
civilization, we were happy to shelter at
camp.
We
did
some
general
maintenance which is necessary before
packing away equipment like cleaning
our stove, storing away rope and
checking pieces of equipment were
placed where they were supposed to be.
This day passed by quickly and we were
soon getting into our sleeping bags for
the last time.

Tue 19th Aug: A rented car was picked
up at 10:00 where Jamie drove us the
ice sheet and Russell Glacier to pick up
remaining time-lapse cameras and to fly
the drone. This also gave Emily a chance
to continue artwork.
Wed 20th Aug: This was our final day in
Greenland. It was very relaxed and
consisted of us visiting the village
museum and socialising in the hostel.

Fri 15th Aug: The morning passed
quickly as we made a final sweep of the
campsite. Chris met us with a big smile
and shook our hands, before driving us
back to Kangerlussuaq where we were
pleased to see shops and people. We
headed to the shop and satisfied our
cravings that had been developing over
the last few weeks. We checked into the
hostel and enjoyed our first sleep in a
bed for some time.

Thu 21st Aug: We awoke to information
of further changes to travel plans. We
were now to fly to Copenhagen with Air
Greenland. We arrived there at 10:00
and stayed overnight.
Fri 22nd Aug: The day was spent visiting
sights in Copenhagen. We caught a
flight at 16:30 to Edinburgh where we
arrived at 21:30. After saying our
goodbyes, we all met with our families
and went our separate ways.

Conclusions in Kangerlussuaq
Sat 16th Aug: We spent the morning
shopping in Kangerlussuaq and had a
walk in the afternoon around the town
taking photos. In the evening we
contacted family and friends and relaxed
in the hostel.
Sun 17th Aug: The annual 5km
Kangerlussuaq run took place to

!

Kangerlussuaq Airport
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The QU4D Drone Used for Aerial Footage

The Road to the Ice Sheet
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Melting Ice Block at Calving Bay

Ice Cave on Ice Sheet, 2 km East from Point 660
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Expeditions have the potential to pose a huge risk to the environment they have usually
been organised to protect. It is therefore vital to ensure that procedures are followed incountry to minimise impact.
In-Country Transport: There are
unfortunately no alternatives to taking
two personal vehicles to the ice sheet
area from Kangerlussuaq. Due to the
amount of kit, it would not be possible
for the team to use the tourist buses or
other scheduled public transport.

Leaking Oil Containers Kangerlussuaq

Waste disposal: All expedition waste
such as used ration packs, wrappers and
tissues were collected in bags which
stayed with the team until back in
Kangerlussuaq. In Kangerlussuaq, there
is an issue with the treatment of waste.
The locals dispose of their domestic
waste through burning on the outskirts
of town. Larger waste such as disused
vehicles and hazardous waste such as
unused fuel is dumped at one of several
sites on the outskirts of town. Because of
this, it was decided that burnable
materials would be deposited in bins in
Kangerlussuaq but all plastics and more
hazardous waste would be carried back
to the UK. Here it was disposed of
where it could be treated in a way that
reduced environmental impact. All
human waste was deposited far from
any water source and immediately
burned as means of disposal. When
washing using detergents, wastewater
was deposited near the road, away from

!

any streams that could flow into the
fresh water lake or rivers. At no point
was litter left on the landscape or ice
sheet; it was all returned to base camp.
Basecamp: Before leaving basecamp, a
sweep was done of the site to ensure
that no impact was left. The team made
sure that noise pollution was kept to a
minimum so that wildlife disruption was
limited. Visual pollution was minimised
through using green tents that blended
in with the landscape. The site was also
positioned behind a small mound,
shielding camp from nearby viewpoints.
Equipment: Before leaving the UK, all
equipment was ensured to be in good
working condition, eliminating the risk
of having to dispose of equipment in the
field.

Single File Walking

Path erosion: When walking to the ice
sheet, all movements were kept to the
road, only leaving it to establish camp.
When climbing hills and going off track,
efforts were made to follow animal
paths where available and to walk in
single file to avoid widening the erosion
of paths. In the team’s base camp area
there was very little human activity so
erosion was not a large problem.

15
FILM AND RESEARCH
The main aim of the expedition was to produce resources that can be used to engage
people with the changing climate and landscape in the Arctic. This was achieved by
utilising aerial drone footage, long-term time-lapse camera footage and DSLR footage.

Drone Footage
A Steadidrone QU4D drone was used to
gather aerial footage. The drone
consisted of a carbon fibre airframe and
four motors and rotors, giving it stable
flight and making it robust, should any
collisions or crashes occur. An integrated
2-axis brushless gimbal with tilt control
was mounted on the front, allowing a
GoPro camera to be attached. A
handheld 2.4 Ghz radio controller was
used to control the flight of the drone as
well as the gimbal, allowing precise
camera adjustments. FPV (first person
view) vision was added to the system by
Droneflight, and a receiver headset was
worn, allowing the pilot to see the
current view of the GoPro camera.
Because of this the drone was able to fly
out of line of sight to capture more
remote footage. The drone was powered
by 5200mha lipo batteries, allowing up
to 18 minutes of flying time for each
battery.

Drone Footage

!

TimelapseCam Set Up

Time-lapse Cameras
Five Wingscapes TimelapseCams were
kindly donated to the Greenland360
expedition. These cameras had 8MP and
could be programmed to take pictures,
at predetermined intervals of time over
several months. This can build up a fastmotion film of a changing landscape,
showing changes that cannot be
observed through visiting alone. They
were focused on bodies of ice in
Greenland that were expected to melt
and calve, showing change in the extent
of the glaciers and ice sheet. Each
camera was attached to an outdoor
mounting bracket which was then
screwed into a custom made 30cm2
board of wood for stabilisation. This was
placed at a viewpoint and stones and
dirt arranged on top of the wood for
further stabilisation. Four cameras were
used and one kept as a spare. They were
set up in the following locations to gain
footage of the Russell Glacier.
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Russell Glacier Lateral Calving Bay:
Dates: 28/07/14 – 16/08/14
Photograph Interval: 30 minutes

Russell Glacier Snout East:
Dates: 30/07/14 – 20/08/14
Interval: 10 minutes

28/07/14

30/07/14

16/08/14

16/08/14

Russell Glacier Snout Northeast:
Dates: 30/07/14 – 16/08/14
Interval: 10 minutes

Ice Sheet:
Dates: 01/08/14 – incomplete
Interval: 10 minutes
This camera was originally set up on the
ice sheet, drilled into the ice. However,
due to high temperatures, the ice
supporting it melted, causing the
framing to shift. This camera was
relocated to the lateral calving bay on
06/08/14 for the remainder of the
expedition.

30/07/14

Review:
The 19-day field period proved a perfect
length to gather time-lapse footage to be
exported as video files, showing where
calvings were taking place on the
glacier, indicating glacier dynamics.
However to obtain footage showing the
retreat of the glacier snout, a much
longer field period would be preferable.
This would also allow greater contrast
between the first and last images.

16/08/14

33!
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DSLR Footage

Human Research

A Nikon D7100 camera was taken to
gather footage of the landscape, team
and expedition journey in Greenland to
build in to films to be edited and
released after the expedition. Members
of the team also presented about some
geographical features of the landscape
linked to climate change to be released
to schools through education authorities
post-expedition.

A brief study was also conducted in
Kangerlussuaq into the relationship
between climate and people. Locals
were asked the question: ‘How is climate
change affecting your life?’ Responses
touched on topics such as the economy,
industry and health and safety in the
town. Further details regarding this
survey will be released in due course.

Evening in Kangerlussuaq

44!
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FINANCIAL REPORT
The Greenland360 expedition was made possible through generous donations from
grant organisations, companies and individuals. The tables below outline the income
and expenditure of the expedition paid through the expedition bank account. Craig
Mushet and Cameron Mackay had joint access to the business bank account throughout
the year. Money was accessed through debit cards both in the UK and in Greenland.
Personal accounts were used in Greenland to cover both individual purchases and
expedition expenditure and are not referenced in this report. The small deficit has been
balanced with personal funds.
INCOME
Gino Watkins Memorial Fund
GNEXX
Mackay Greenland Fund
Scottish Arctic Club
Andrew Croft Memorial Fund
David Smith Travel Bursary
Online Donations via GoFundME.com
Young Explorer’s Trust
Personal Contributions
Total Income

£2,000.00
£1,500.00
£1,000.00
£400.00
£400.00
£250.00
£240.00
£150.00
£3,500.00
£9,440.00

EXPENDITURE
Flights

£3,286.72

easyJet: Edinburgh (EDI) – Reykjavik (KEF)

£1,047.80

easyJet: Excess baggage

£446.00

Greenland Express: Reykjavik (KEF) – Kangerlussuaq (SFJ)

£1,792.92

Insurance
Dogtag: Single Trip – MAX worldwide cover

£1176.70
£1176.70

Equipment

£2805.56

Steadidrone QU4D Aerial Camera Drone

£1521.77

Drone shipping

£358.58

Tent rental

£503.21

Satellite phone rental

£372.00

First aid kit

£50.00

Food
Expedition Foods Ration Packs & Cliff Bars

£1288.30
£1288.30

In Country Expenditure

£1011.34

Accommodation

£167.49

Transport

£535.00

Food in Kangerlussuaq

£112.19

Satellite phone call charges

£96.66

Stove and gun hire (inc. ammunition)

£100.00

Total Expenditure

!

£9,568.62
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EQUIPMENT REPORT
The equipment used on the expedition was split between personal and group kit.
Personal kit comprised of individual team member’s clothing, which protected them
from the environment, and group kit, which ensured the safety of the team as a whole
and also the completion of filming and photography objectives in Greenland. The
following are recommendations for expeditions spending up to one day on the ice sheet.

Personal Kit
The environment experienced in Greenland was not what you may expect of an Arctic
region. Near the town of Kangerlussuaq it was very dry. Only four days of rain were
experienced in four weeks. Temperatures reached as high as 25oC during the day and
dropped to -5oC at night, meaning that the team typically wore light, short-sleeved
clothing and sun hats. As you approach the ice sheet the temperature drops due to wind
chill so wind-stopping hard-shells are essential, along with down jackets for chilly nights
stationary at camp. On the ice, it would be recommended to use eye protection of the
highest specification.

Personal Kit List

Antibacterial Hand Gel: Essential.
Base layer: Breathable undergarment can be
worn for trip duration.
Bivvy bag: Taken as precaution, used to sleep
outside.
Buff: Used for eye mask, neck and face warmer.
Crampons: Unable to walk on ice without.
Compass: Essential to navigate.
Documents: Passport, boarding cards, insurance
details etc.
Down Jacket: Essential for cold nights at camp
near the ice sheet.
Fleece top: Keeps you warm on cold days. Had
‘Greendland360’ branding.
Foot protection: Talc, blister plasters and zinc
oxide tape will never go a miss.
Gaiters: Can help to waterproof your bottom
half for crossing melt-water rivers.
Gloves: Will prevent cold hands and possible
frost nip while trekking.
Glove liners: Increase warmth of gloves and
allow finger use.
Harness: Used to rope up whilst walking on ice
in case of crevasse falls.
Hat/Mosquito Net: Protects against sun and
mosquitoes. Little mosquito problem on the trip.
Head torch: Essential, although rarely used in
24 hour sunlight.
Helmet: Used when trekking on the ice to
protect from falling ice and rocks.
Ice Axe: Essential to walk with and arrest with
on ice.
Knife: A must have for day hikes and overseas
expeditions alike. Endless uses.
Liner Socks: Increased comfort and reduced
blisters.
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Lip Balm: Chapped lips are common in dry
environment.
Long-johns: Taken but not used.
Notebook and pen: Essential for diary/notes.
Rucksack: Essential. At least 70L needed.
Sandals/Trainers: For river crossings. Unused.
Sleeping Bag: Comfort rating of -15oC or below
recommended for West Greenland in summer.
Sleeping Mat: Therm-a-rests and DownMats
were used successfully.
Spork and Mug: No other utensils needed as all
food from ration packs.
Sun cream: Sun is not strong but you are
exposed to it for a long time.
Sunglasses or Goggles: Highest specification
possible for ice sheet use.
Tent socks: A dry spare pair can keep feet warm
on cold nights.
Thick Socks: Essential to keep warm on ice
sheet.
Toothbrush and toothpaste: Essential.
Towel: Specialist, quick drying towels are
recommended.
Trekking Boots: B2 or B3 for crampon use on
the ice sheet.
Trekking Poles: Essential.
Trekking Trousers: Breathable and insulating
to combat cold ice sheet winds.
Underwear: Both specialist and everyday
worked equally well.
Waterproof Jacket: Only few days of rain but
essential for wind stopping.
Waterproof Over-trousers: Wind-stopping and
insulating against rain.
Water Bottle: Essential.
Watch: Essential, especially with 24 hour sun.
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Group Kit
For everything from sleeping to gaining aerial footage, the expedition carried an
extensive amount of equipment. The field site was close to a road and had many nearby
sites to set up camp, meaning that more kit than could be carried whilst trekking was
taken. This was done through the use of several base camp bags. For safety, a satellite
phone was carried which would be used to call the local police force or transport in the
case of an incident. Should the incident be life threatening, a DeLorme satellite
communicator was taken which has an SOS feature connected to the IERCC
(International Emergency Response Coordination Centre). The camera gear was also
carried here that was used to document the trip.

Group Kit List

Base Camp Bags (x4): Would recommend
Haglofs brand due to reliability compared to
other manufacturers used on the expedition.
Carabiners: Essential for rope/harnesses.
Chlorine Tablets: 2 packets were taken to treat
potentially hazardous water for drinking.
Compact cameras: Each person carried a
compact camera to obtain extra photos and
footage.
DeLorme inReach Explorer: A satellite
communicator (Iridium network) with SOS
function.
Detergent: Dettol and washing up liquids were
taken to clean kit and for personal hygiene use.
Drone: A Steadidrone QU4D drone was used
with a GoPro connection and spare parts.
DSLR Camera: A Nikon D7100 was used with
Polarizing and Natural density filters. Polarizing
filter makes a huge difference on ice sheet.
Electric cables: Charging cables to connect
devices to solar chargers and accessories.
Energy Gels: 16 electrolyte gels taken for
emergency use (refer to ‘food Supplies’).
Expedition documentation: Field schedule,
emergency numbers and kit inventory.
Firearm: A semi-automatic rifle was sourced in
Kangerlussuaq. No use required.
First Aid Kit: One Lifesystems ‘Mountain’ first
aid kit was taken (refer to ‘Medical Kit’).
Flexible tri-pod: Joby GorillaPod.
Fuel: Spirit fuel was sourced in Kangerlussuaq.
If possible it would be better to carry JetFuel
stoves, the fuel for which can be bought in
Kangerlussuaq.
GoPro Camera: Used attached to aerial camera
drone.
Hilleberg Keron 3 GT: Three man tent.
Hilleberg Nammatj 2: Two man tent.
Ice Screws: Essential for rope work on ice.
Lighters: 2 Cigarette lighters were carried per
person to light stove and burn human waste.
Maps: 1:125000 topographic map of the area.
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Memory Cards: 4 8GB SanDick SD cards were
used for the time-lapse cameras, 3 32GB
SanDick SD cards were used for the DSLR
camera and compact cameras and 3 8GB
SanDisk MicroSD cards were taken for the
GoPro.
Metal Bowl: Sourced in Kangerlussuaq, used for
boiling water on stove.
Plastic bowl: Sourced in Kangerlussuaq, used
for cleaning with water.
Ration Packs: 70 day packs of Expedition Foods
ration packs were used. 240 Cliff Bars were also
taken (refer to ‘Food Supplies’).
Rope: Two 60m ropes were taken for use on ice
sheet and belaying.
Satellite Phone: An Iridium 9505A was taken.
Snow stakes: For pitching tent on ice/snow.
Solar Charger: A Powermonkey Extreme (12V)
and a Powermonkey Explorer (5V).
Sponsors’ materials: Flags and t-shirts to fulfill
sponsor commitments and support UK
organisations.
Stove: Trangia stove sourced in Kangerlussuaq.
Tarpaulin (2m x 3m): Used to cover equipment
left at basecamp and used as groundsheet.
Timelapse
Cameras:
Five
Wingscapes
‘Timelapse-Cam’ cameras were taken. Four used,
one spare.
Tissue: 48 packets of 10 tissues were taken for
toilet and personal hygiene use.

Sturdy Haglofs Bag
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Food Supplies
The Greenland360 expedition used Expedition Foods to provide the food for the fourman team. 70 day packs were used for the 20-day field period where each team member
had one Day Pack each day. They consist of freeze-dried food, which is hydrated
through pouring billing water into the sachet. Each Day Pack consisted of:
- Ration Pack Breakfast (805 kcal)
- Ration Pack Dinner (808 kcal)
- Ration Pack Desert (440 kcal)
- Energy Bars x2 (256 kcal each)
- Drinks Pack (tea, coffee, hot chocolate, creamer, sugar)
On top of these 70 packs, there were two days of emergency food for each person.

Food Inventory
RATION PACK BREAKFAST

Hot Cereal Start With Mango:
Oats with Blueberries:
Porridge with Strawberries:
Oats with Sultanas:
Scrambled Egg, Potato and Peppers:
Total:

RATION PACK DINNER

Mediterranean Vegetable Pasta:
Sweet and Sour Chicken with Rice:
Chicken Korma with Rice:
Scrambled Egg, Potato and Peppers:
Spaghetti Bolognese:
Chicken Tikka with Rice:
Fish and Potato with Parsley Sauce:
Mild Curried Beef with Rice:
Asian Noodles with Chicken and Veg:
Beef and Potato Hotpot:
Vegetable Tikka with Rice:
Total:

RATION PACK DESSERT

Custard with Mixed Berries:
Custard with Apple:
Rice Pudding with Cinnamon:
Total:

10 packs
10 packs
24 packs
20 packs
6 packs
70 packs

1

ENERGY BARS
Cliff Bars:
Hammer Bars:

Total:
11 packs
10 packs
10 packs
4 packs
10 packs
6 packs
10 packs
6 packs
4 packs
5 packs
1 pack
77 packs

20 packs
20 packs
30 packs
70 packs
130 bars
10 bars
140 bars

DRINKS PACK

Consisted of one sachet of tea, coffee, hot
chocolate, creamer and sugar per person per
day.

EMERGENCY FOOD
Ration Pack Breakfast:
Ration Pack Dinner:
Ration Pack Deserts:
Energy Bars:
Energy Gels:

8 packs
8 packs
8 packs
16 bars
16 gels

35kg and 179550 kcal of Expedition Foods Ration Packs

!
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Medical Kit
On the expedition a Lifesystems ‘Mountain’ First Aid Kit was taken and supplemented
with extra items. Cameron Mackay took responsibility for the medical kit and first aid
and had recently completed BASP UK’s Outdoor Emergency First Aid 2 day course.
There were fortunately no serious medical conditions on the expedition. However,
minor injuries and early signs of conditions were present.
Foot problems: With any expedition, food problems should be anticipated. Several
members of the team succumbed to blisters throughout the trip due to rubbing of their
feet on their boots. This was common as it was quite hot during the day, leaving feet
sweaty and moist. These were dealt with through application of talc powder to dry the
skin out, Compeed blister plasters to protect the blister itself and zinc oxide tape to tape
up the foot to lessen future rubbing. Two pairs of socks (inner and thicker outer) were
worn to further decrease rubbing. A previous foot infection for one team member
presented similar symptoms at points during the trip but this was treated with specialist
talc powder, which successfully treated the issue.
Snow blindness: On the ice sheet, the ice has a strong albedo effect, meaning that and
sunlight is reflected upwards. This can result in sensitive eyes, feeling of a headache and
ultimately, a period of blindness. On one occasion minor symptoms were presented
whilst 2 kilometres from land on the ice sheet. The team member exhibiting these
symptoms covered their eyes until the symptoms lessened before returning to camp on
land
where
there
were
no
further
symptoms
presented.

Medical Kit List

4-Ply Gauze Swabs (5 x 5cm): 10 taken. Not
used.
Burn Gel Sachets (3.5g): 2 Taken. Not used.
Co-codamol: 1 packet of 32 tablets were taken.
Not used.
Compeed Blister Plasters: 10 packs taken
(small, medium and large). Used for blister
protection.
Crepe Bandage (5cm x 1.5m): 1 taken. Not
used.
Crepe Bandage (7.5cm x 4.5m): 1 taken. Not
used.
Duct Tape: One roll taken. Useful for kit as well
as medical applications.
Glow Stick: not used
Hygienic Cleansing Wipes: 8 taken. Handy for
cleaning light grazes and cuts.
Ibuprofen Tablets: 2 packets of 32 tablets were
taken.
Low Adherent Dressings (5 x 5cm): 2 taken.
Not used.
Low Adherent Dressing (10 x 10cm): 1 taken.
Not used.
Medium Wound Dressing (12 x 12cm): 1
taken. Not used.
Micropore Tape (1.25cm x 5m): 1 roll taken.
Not used.
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Nail Clippers: 1 pair taken. Prevents ragged
nails.
Open Woven Bandages (7.5cm x 5m): Two
rolls were taken. Not used.
Paracetamol Tablets: 2 packets of 32 tablets
were taken.
Plaster Pack: 1 pack taken containing 20
assorted plaster. Ideal for small cuts.
Safety Pins: For bandages. Not used.
Scissors: 5.5cm blade. Helps deal with sticky
Compeed plasters.
Shears: 6cm blade. Not used.
Small Eye-pad Dressing: 1 taken. Not used.
Small Plaster Fabric Strip (4 x 1cm): 2 taken.
Not used.
Spot Check Thermometer: Not used.
Talcum Powder: 4 bottles taken. Used to dry
feet for blister prevention.
Triangular Calico Bandage (90 x 127cm): 1
taken. Not used.
Tweezers: Handy to remove wood/thorns from
skin as there are a lot of rough plants in area.
Vinyl Gloves: 8 pairs were taken. Not used.
Wound Closure Strips: 3 taken. Not used.
Zinc Oxide Tape (1.25cm x 2m): 8 rolls taken.
Great for foot care.
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KANGERLUSSUAQ AREA INFORMATION
The settlement of Kangerlussuaq is built around a US airbase established on Søndre
Strømfjord. It is now an international airport shared between civilian use and the
Danish Air Force. Information is provided in this section outlining available resources in
and around the Kangerlussuaq area.

Air Transport
Flying is the cheapest and quickest
option for travelling to Kangerlussuaq,
Greenland from Europe.
Air Greenland: The main provider of
commercial and domestic flights for
Greenland. However, these flights can
be expensive. There are two options to
reach Greenland from Europe with Air
Greenland:
- To fly from Reykjavik Domestic RKV,
Iceland to Nuuk GOH, Greenland and
from here to Kangerlussuaq SFJ,
Greenland, using a Dash-7 aircraft.
- To fly from Copenhagen CPH,
Denmark direct to Kangerlussuaq SFJ,
using an Airbus 330-200 aircraft. Flights
to domestic locations such as Nuuk,
Sisimiut
and
Ilulissat
fly
from
Kangerlussuaq with Air Greenland.

(Reykjavik) International KEF in
Iceland. The Greenland360 2014
expedition chose to use this airline
between Keflavik and Kangerlussuaq, as
they were several thousand pounds
cheaper than Air Greenland. Please refer
to ‘Appendix 1: Transport Itinerary’ for
the original travel plan and flight prices.
Remote Air Travel: It should be noted
that, as with air travel to any remote
location, schedules can be changed last
minute, having knock on effects on
connections. This can be because of
adverse weather conditions or simply
the logistics of getting aircraft and crew
to the airport for the departure. The
Greenland360 team was affected by
cancellations so it is recommended that
flexibility in arranging onward flights be
ensured.

Kangerlussuaq Town Services

Air Greenland Hanger

Greenland Express: The newest
competitor airline to Air Greenland
opened operations in 2014. They rent a
Fokker 100 aircraft and crew from
Danish Denim Air and fly an express
route between Aalborg AAL and
Copenhagen
CHP
in
Denmark,
Narsarssuaq UAK and Kangerlussuaq
SFJ in Greenland and Keflavik
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Kangerlussuaq is built around the
airport and most of the roughly 500
people living in the town are connected
to the airport, working in the tourism
industry or are tourists and scientists
themselves. Therefore, there is little
traditional Greenlandic culture shown in
town. For this, you should go to Sisimiut
or Ilulissat.
Expedition Shopping: There are two
main shops in Kangerlussuaq:
- A supermarket is located opposite the
airport terminal building where you can
buy food to eat in the town, hygiene
products, confectionary, cooking tools
and ammunition.
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contact Chris
Contacts’).

Sørensen

(see

‘Local

Emergency Contacts: For an in-country
emergency contact, the local police force
will provide support. Their offices are
beside the airport. Should a situation so
require, they would be able to drive as
far as the ice sheet and scramble a
search and rescue helicopter.

Ani-Butik Store

- A store called ‘Ani-Butik’ located in the
Polar Bear inn sells a more specialised
range of dried foods, confectionary and
appliances.
It would not be advisable to expect to
buy any expedition essentials from
Kangerlussuaq other than fresh food.

Road to Ice Sheet

Eating: The main places to eat in
Kangerlussuaq are the ‘Grillhouse’ in the
Polar Bear Inn, which sells local
specialities. The airport café sells a more
limited range of foods and is a little
more expensive but accepts credit/debit
cards.

Road Network
Kangerlussuaq is home to the longest
road in Greenland of roughly 50
kilometres in length from Søndre
Strømfjord Port, located to the West of
Kangerlussuaq, to Point 660 at the ice
sheet. The single tracked road is
tarmacked near the town but is gravel
for most of the journey to the ice sheet.
About half way along there is a locked
gate. Any local tourism company will be
able to help you get a key. The road
runs directly onto the ice sheet. It
continues onto the ice but during the
team’s time in-field there was re-routing
being done so the ice road was not
accessible. Traffic consists of two or
three tourist busses a day, a few
scientists heading for the ice sheet and
the occasional police car. Other visitors
are very amenable and can offer lifts
gladly.

Money and Post: There is only one
ATM in Kangerlussuaq, which is located
in the main airport terminal and is
accessible to everyone. You can buy post
cards from most shops and send them
from a post office next to the
supermarket.
Camping: The Greenland360 team
camped for several nights on an
unmarked sight of flat land on the edge
of the town. There is also a registered
campsite next to the airport run by
World of Greenland: Arctic Circle. There
are no laws against camping in the area.

Geography and Wildlife

Car Rental and Lifts: For car rental,
contact Per Mikkelsen (see ‘Local
Contacts’) who hires out 4x4s. For lifts
for a team and their kit to a basecamp,

Kangerlussuaq is home to a unique
selection of wildlife and geographical
features.
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Hills and Mountains: The area is
dotted with hills offering up to 300
metres to walk and scramble to get to
the summit. Most of the land in the area
is relatively simple to walk over.

much distance is kept as possible and
they are never approached from above
(uphill), then there should be no issue.
They are known to be very timid and
will avoid human contact if possible.
Small Animals: Arctic hare and foxes
are very common along the edges of the
ice sheet and glacier.
Mosquitoes: There is a lot of
information that talks of Greenland as
being the one of the worst areas in the
world
for
mosquitoes.
The
Greenland360 team spent their time
between Kangerlussuaq and the ice
sheet and experienced no serious issue
with mosquitoes. They are common
around water bodies at dawn and dusk
but no worse than you could expect to
find in the UK. Other travellers
experienced larger swarms nearer the
coast and earlier in the summer.

Waterfalls at Russell Glacier

Rivers: The main river running from the
ice sheet, joining others as they come
from the Russell Glacier and flowing out
into the fjord is very dangerous and
many locals advise against crossing it. It
can be difficult not to in order access the
Russell Glacier but local advice should
be sought before attempting a crossing.
Drinking Water: There are many lakes
in the area but only a few are safe to
drink. Due to glacial sediment it is not
advisable to drink from the melt water
rivers. The lake at 67o 07’ 46” N 50o 10’
21” W has safe drinking water as
advised by locals.
Polar Bears: As with any Arctic
location, polar bears pose a risk. None
were sighted on the 2014 expedition.
Locals say that there have been around
5 sightings of bears near Kangerlussuaq
and towards the ice sheet in the last 50
years. Nevertheless the Greenland360
team carried a protective firearm and
these can be rented in Kangerlussuaq.

Sea-Tomato

Sea-tomatoes: A species unique to
Greenland can be found in several lakes
near the road to the ice sheet. They are
found nowhere else in the world.

Musk Oxen: There are hundreds of
Musk Ox known to live in the
Kangerlussuaq area. Although they do
pose a threat if they charge, this is
unlikely if local advice is followed. If as

Permits
All permits are obtained from the
Government of Greenland online. The
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Greenland360 expedition required no
permits. No nights were spent on the ice
sheet, no radios were used and no
samples were taken back to the UK.
Should this be the case, ensure
applications are in within 3 months of
expedition departure.

Tel: +299 84 16 48
Email: info@wogac.com
Police Force: Can provide emergency
assistance to an expedition in field.
Tel: +299 52 41 22
KISS (Kangerlussuaq International
Science Support) Station: Can provide
accommodation and science support to
anybody with a research objective.
Tel: +299 52 45 33
Email: sciencesupport@glv.gl

KISS Station
Should scientific research be undertaken
on any expedition, the team will be able
to stay at and use facilities at the
Kangerlussuaq International Science
Support (KISS) station, located on the
south side of the town. They have lab
facilities that allow data analysis and
reporting to be done in-country.

Informative Texts and Maps

Local Contacts

Greenland
Tourism
(1996)
‘Kangerlussuaq’, Hiking Map West
Greenland, 1:100 000, Scotland: Harvey
Maps.

Air Zafari: Can provide plane flights
over the ice sheet around Kangerlussuaq
for anyone requiring aerial footage.
Tel: +299 24 85 54

Koncnik, D. (2010) ‘Greenland: The
End of the World’, Translated by Kato,
K. New Jersey: Blue Fuji Publishers.
Rumley, A. (2003) ‘West Greenland
2003 Trans-Pressure Ridge Polar
Expedition’,
RGS-IBG
Expeditions
Database, 4416.

Chris
Sørensen:
Offers
tailored
transportation for personnel and
luggage to and from the Russell Glacier
and ice sheet.
Email: info@arcticbs.dk

Shane Winsor (ed.) (2004) ‘Expedition
Handbook’, London: Profile Books

World of Greenland - Arctic Circle:
The main tourist excursion company in
Kangerlussuaq. They can provide preorganised one and two day excursions
but no personalised guiding.

Tage Schjøtt (2001) ‘Kangerlussuaq’,
Polar Cruise Series, 1:250 000,
Denmark: Saga Maps.

Kangerlussuaq Main Street
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EXPEDITION LEARNING POINTS
This was the first expedition that we organized independently. In doing so we came up
against many unexpected challenges. For anybody taking on their first self-organised
trip, this section aims to provide a brief outline of some of the most important things
learned from the organisation of the Greenland360 Expedition.
Advice and Support: There are a lot of
organisations and resources in the UK
that offer advice and support to anyone
organising
their
own
overseas
expeditions. An initial reference point
for us was Geography Outdoors, based
in the royal Geography Society in
London. Here you can find an extensive
library of expedition reports and
experienced and knowledgeable staff
that will offer invaluable local
knowledge to help set up an expedition.
As well as this, our team received a lot
of important advice from contacting our
host country’s geological survey. These
organisations will always be connected
with the majority of the fieldwork going
on in the country. There are a lot of
grant bodies in the UK set up to support
grass roots expeditions, these are where
we received the majority of the funding
for the 2014 expedition.
Corporate Sponsorship: Expeditions
can offer an opportunity for companies
to increase their marketing reach
through publicity of the trip. We
approached many corporate bodies for
the Greenland trip and found ourselves
being directed to their marketing
departments nearly every time; these
are the people you need to speak to. Our
successes mainly came from discounts or
donations of equipment, allowing us to
reduce our budget. We found companies
much less open to giving financial
contributions. When we made an effort
to tailor a description of our expedition
to a company’s specific branding and
advertising, we were particularly well
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received. There were so many rejection
emails and phone calls but you only
need one positive response to really
move things forward. We found
ourselves going down many blind alleys
to find no success so you definitely need
to maintain the drive and enthusiasm to
ultimately reach your financial target.
Cultural Differences: When originally
contacting people in Greenland, we
were slightly discouraged by not
receiving fast replies. When we got to
Greenland however, we discovered that
this was due to a poor Internet
connection. We did eventually receive
replies, so we learned that you just need
to be patient and accept that the host
country’s culture will not always work to
the same timescales that we expect in
the UK. This was also the case with
sourcing a firearm and stoves in
Kangerlussuaq.
While
there
are
established tourism organisations in
Kangerlussuaq, most rentals take place
between individuals so some amount of
networking in the town may need to be
done before rentals can be arranged.
Electrical Equipment: One of the
biggest issues for the team in the field
was the charging of equipment. Two
solar chargers were used, however after
ensuring the satellite phone and
emergency beacon were fully charged, it
became difficult to charge camera
equipment. In future, taking more solar
chargers would be recommended, as
well as taking several spare batteries for
each piece of equipment.
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Ben Saunders, Alison Scott, Flora Selwyn, Suzanne Shaw, John Sinclair, Chris Sørensen,
Huw Thomas, Basse Vaengtoft, Ian Wilson, Matt Wilberton, Hannah White, Shane
Winser, Our Families.

Greenland360 Team

!
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CONTACT DETAILS

!

CAMERON MACKAY
6 Doocot Road
St Andrews
Fife
KY16 8QP
07717 822 918
cameron-mackay@hotmail.co.uk

!
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APPENDIX 1: TRAVEL ITINERARY

!
OUTBOUND!!

Flight:!Edinburgh!(EDI)!–!Keflavik!(KEF)!
From:!
Edinburgh!Airport! To:!
Depart:!
Thursday!24th!July! Arrive:!
18:30!BST!

Reykjavik!(Keflavik)!
Thursday!24th!July!
19:50!GMT!

Airline:!
Flight:!
Class:!
Cost!(x4):!
!

Airbus!A319!
2h!20m!
864!miles!
14:00!24th!July!
!

EasyJet!
EZY6941!
Economy!
£523.90!
!

Plane:!
Duration:!
Distance!
Arr.!EDI!
!

Flight:!Keflavik!(KEF)!–!Søndre!Strømfjord!![Kangerlussuaq]!(SFJ)!
From:!
Reykjavik!
To:!
Søndre!Strømfjord!
(Keflavik)!
Depart:!
Saturday!26th!July! Arrive:!
Saturday!26th!July!
11:10!GMT!
11:15!GMTZ2!
Airline:!
Greenland!Express!
Flight:!
J7865!
Class:!
Economy!Restricted!
Cost:!
£896.46!
!
!
ITINERARY!
Thursday!24th!July:!
14:00!BST!
!
!
Friday!25th!July:!
Saturday!26th!July:!

18:30!BST!
19:50!GMT!
M!
07:00!GMT!

!
!

11:10!GMT!
11:15!
GMTM2!
M!

Sunday!27th!July!
!

Plane:!
Fokker!100!
Duration:! 2h!5m!
Distance! 824!miles!
Operator:! Denim!Air!(plane!leased)!
!
!
!
Meet!at!Edinburgh!Airport!Entrance!
and!finalise!kit.!
Depart!for!Keflavik!
Get!dinner!and!sleep!in!hostel!
Check!kit,!training,!explore!Keflavik!
Check!out!of!hostel!and!head!to!
airport!for!09:10!check!in!
Depart!for!Kangerlussuaq!
Settle!in!Kangerlussuaq,!collect!kit,!
and!stay!overnight!in!hostel.!
EXPEDITION!BEGINS!
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!
!
INBOUND!
Flight:!Søndre!Strømfjord![Kangerlussuaq]!(SFJ)!–!Keflavik!(KEF)!
From:!
Søndre!Strømfjord! To:!
Reykjavik!(Keflavik)!
Depart:!
Thursday!21st!Aug! Arrive:!
Thursday!21st!Aug!
12:50!GMTZ2!
16:55!GMT!
Airline:!
Flight:!
Class:!
Cost:!
!

Greenland!Express!
J7844!
Economy!Restricted!
£896.46!
!

Plane:!
Duration:!
Distance!
Arr.!SFJ!
!
Flight:!Keflavik!(KEF)!–!Edinburgh!(EDI)!

Fokker!100!
2h!5m!
824!miles!
09:00!21st!Aug!
!

From:!

Reykjavik!
To:!
(Keflavik)!
Thursday!21st!Aug! Arrive:!
20:30!GMT!

Edinburgh!

Depart:!

Airline:!
EasyJet!
Flight:!
EZY6942!
Class:!
Economy!
Cost!(x4):!
£523.90!
!
!
ITINERARY!
Thursday!21st!Aug!
09:00!
GMTM2!
!
12:50!
GMTM2!
!
16:55!GMT!

Thursday!21st!Aug!
23:40!BST!

Plane:!
Airbus!A319!
Duration:! 2h!20m!
Distance! 864!miles!
Operator:! EasyJet!
!
!
!
Arrive!at!Kangerlussuaq!Airport!and!
check!in!
Depart!for!Keflavik!

Arrive!in!Keflavik,!collect!luggage!and!
check!in!for!EDI!flight!
20:30!GMT! Depart!for!Edinburgh!
23:40!BST! Arrive!in!Edinburgh!Airport,!sort!
group!kit.!TRAVEL!HOME!

!
!

!
!
!

!

